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Abstract
Ontology-based semantic annotation aims at putting fragments of a text in correspondence with proper elements of an ontology such that the formal semantics encoded by the ontology can be exploited to represent text interpretation. In this paper, we formalize a resource for this goal. The main difficulty in achieving good semantic annotations consists in identifying fragments to be annotated and labels to be associated with them. To this end, our approach takes advantage of standard web ontology languages as well as rich linguistic annotation platforms. This in turn is concerned with how to formalize the combination of the ontological and linguistic information, which is a topical issue that has got an increasing discussion recently. Different from existing formalizations, our purpose is to extend ontologies by semantic annotation rules whose complexity increases along two dimensions: the linguistic complexity and the rule syntactic complexity. This solution allows reusing best NLP tools for the production of various levels of linguistic annotations. It also has the merit to distinguish clearly the process of linguistic analysis and the ontological interpretation.

1. Introduction
The study of linguistic annotation on texts has a long tradition in Natural Language Processing. Several linguistic annotation platforms have been developed (Cunningham, 2002; Hamon et al., 2007), and a linguistic annotation standard has been proposed (Ide and Romary, 2004). Unlike linguistic annotation, semantic annotation is defined, in this paper, as the process of fixing the interpretation of a document by associating to it a formal and explicit semantic representation, which can be automatically handled. Among other possibilities, the semantic representation is expressed here with respect to an ontology.

Through this ontology-based semantic annotation, fragments of texts can be linked to elements of a domain ontology. This enables the automatic exploitation of text content. Applications can take advantage of ontology reasoning to remedy the information missing in texts or to improve text processing results. The annotation can also help the process of ontology modeling by referring to textual resources.

In theory, an ontology is defined as a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993). In other words, an ontology provides a set of shared concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts. It is used to reason about the underlying properties of that domain. OWL is an ontology language for making ontological statements which intends to be used over the World Wide Web. It has been standardized by W3C\(^1\) and become one of the main techniques in the field of semantic web. OWL has the formal semantics defined by description logics (Baader et al., 2007). The use of OWL ontology can benefit from the state-of-the-art ontology reasoning tools, for instance to automatically infer implicit information underlying the domain knowledge.

Ontology-based semantic annotation takes texts as input on the one hand, and an ontology on the other hand. A given text will have different interpretations if different ontologies are considered. No matter which ontology is referred to, making semantic annotation on texts cannot avoid analyzing linguistic features of texts. One way to achieve an ontology-based semantic annotation system is to design a system from scratch which contains both linguistic analysis and the annotation with respect to the ontology. Instead of such an all-in-one paradigm, our semantic annotation model aims to allow implementations to be planted on the top of existing linguistic tools. That is, the system is decomposed into two separate layers, i.e. first the linguistic analysis and then the linkage to ontology. Through such a modularization, any state-of-the-art linguistic annotation tools can be reused in our semantic annotation system.

As we have seen, the ontology-based semantic annotation exploits two different resources: the linguistic and the ontological ones. Formalizing the combination of ontological and linguistic information is a topical issue that has got an increasing discussion recently (Buitelaar et al., 2006; Buitelaar et al., 2009; Cimiano et al., 2007; Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2007; Reymonet et al., 2007). These studies aim to define either an ontology-based lexicon, a set of linguistic metadata to be used in the ontology, or a tight combination of linguistic information with the ontology. We adopt a different approach based on a loose coupling model that allows for the modularized ontology-based semantic annotation approach presented above. To this end, a unified resource representation, named annotation ontology, is proposed in this paper. It enables a clear distinction between the linguistic and ontology-based annotation processes, which can be summarized as follows:

- **Annotation ontology** is proposed as a formalism to encode resources for ontology-based semantic annotation. It extends the OWL ontology representation with extra annotation rules.

- **Annotation rules** are in the form of $\text{AnnoCon} \leftarrow \text{AnnoPre}$, where $\text{AnnoCon}$ and $\text{AnnoPre}$ are called the annotation conclusion and precondition, respectively. Annotation conclusions are ontological elements: concepts, roles, instances of concepts/roles, or axioms. Annotation preconditions can be of various

\(^1\)http://www.w3.org
The annotation ontology is a resource formalism particularly specified for ontology-based semantic annotation. It provides rich annotation rules which are associated to an ontology and enable semantic annotations of various granularities: from the simple string-based annotation matching, to the disambiguated concepts/roles annotations, and to the annotation of newly discovered instances.

As a knowledge representation model, our work is similar to (Embley and Zitzelberger, 2010). But the latter does not focus on the semantic annotation of texts and do not take wide linguistic features into account. Compared to the existing related work on text semantic annotators (Dill et al., 2003; Kiryakov et al., 2004; Kokkinakis, 2008; Popov et al., 2003), this resource provides us with a broader sense of semantic annotation, which includes concepts and roles annotations from domain ontologies besides annotating instances of concepts/roles (aka. ontology population). It also has the merit to allow reusing best NLP tools.

This paper is structured as follows. The formalization of an annotation ontology is given in Section 2. Some concrete examples are used to illustrate the form of annotation rules in Section 3. The two dimensions existing in annotation rules are studied in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper and present the future work in Section 6.

This work is illustrated with the corpus from AAdvantage Terms and Conditions (AAirline, 2009), document of American Airlines (AA), which explains mileage policy to customers.

2. Annotation Ontology: Extending ontologies with annotation rules

It has been discussed that simple labels on ontologies are not rich enough for deep level semantic annotation (Cimiano et al., 2007; Buitelaar et al., 2006; Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2007), and we argue that the tight coupling of linguistic information in the ontological form (Buitelaar et al., 2006; Buitelaar et al., 2009; Cimiano et al., 2007) is not flexible enough to take advantage of the diversity of potential pre-existing linguistic annotations. Therefore, we need a more expressive but nevertheless flexible formalism to describe resources for semantic annotation.

First, we need to distinguish different types of annotations according to the nature of ontological elements which are used as annotations. Figure 1 illustrates this idea by an example:

1. Some words or expressions refer to ontological individuals. They are traditionally referred to as “named entities”, such as “X Airline” which refers to a specific airline company, even if other types of noun phrases may also refer to individual entities such as “the minimum mileage guarantee”, which is the name of a special policy. Those named entities must be related to the corresponding individuals or instances in the ontology.

2. Some words or expressions denote ontological concepts (e.g. “non-elite status member” or “travel on X Airlines”). They are usually referred as elements of the specialized domain vocabulary or domain terminology.

3. Similarly, terms may also denote conceptual roles if the underlying notions have been encoded as roles rather than as concepts in the ontology (e.g. “applies to”, “be discontinued for” or “booking”).

4. Some textual segments state relationships between individuals (e.g. “the minimum mileage guarantee will be discontinued for any non-elite status member”).

5. Finally, some textual segments may express ontological axioms (e.g. in the sentence “Y is one of the world’s largest global airline alliances”, which can be interpreted as expressing a subsumption relation between the concepts “Y” and “Airline_Alliances”).

These five types of annotations (individuals, concepts, conceptual roles, instantiated relations and axioms) are generally not considered all together. Some annotation processes focus on the population of ontologies (and thus on individuals and instantiated relations) whereas others rather consider the conceptual information or axiom discovery. In this paper, we consider all possibilities and propose a formalism, named annotation ontology, for encoding the resources required for such a deep semantic annotation. The annotation ontology is an ontology extended by annotation rules which is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 Suppose \( O = (C, R, I, RI, A) \) is an ontology consisting of sets of concepts \( (C) \), roles \( (R) \), instances of concepts \( (I) \), pairs of instances related with roles \( (RI) \) and axioms \( (A) \). Let \( \mathcal{R} = (\mathcal{R}_C, \mathcal{R}_R, \mathcal{R}_I, \mathcal{R}_{RI}, \mathcal{R}_A) \) be a set of annotation rules which enable to annotate fragments of texts with concepts \( (\mathcal{R}_C) \), roles \( (\mathcal{R}_R) \), instances \( (\mathcal{R}_I) \), relations between instances \( (\mathcal{R}_{RI}) \) or axioms \( (\mathcal{R}_A) \). Each annotation rule is in the form of \( \text{AnnoCon} \leftrightarrow \text{AnnoPre} \)
where the conclusion is any element of \( O \) and the precondition identifies the text fragments that should be annotated by it. The annotation ontology, written \( O^R \), is defined by extending \( O \) as follows:

- Each concept \( C \) of \( C \) is associated with a pair of sets of rules \( (\rho_C, \rho_A) \), where \( \rho_C \in R_C \) and \( \rho_A \in R_A \);
- Each role \( R \) of \( R \) is associated with a pair of sets of rules \( (\rho_R, \rho_\Pi) \), where \( \rho_R \in R_R \) and \( \rho_\Pi \in R_\Pi \);
- Each axiom \( a \) of \( A \) is associated with a set of rules \( \rho_a \in R_A \).

Note that, for concepts and roles, there exist two sorts of annotation rules associated to them. The conceptual rules identify the occurrences or mentions of concepts (i.e. the annotation rule set \( R_C \)) and roles (i.e. the annotation rule set \( R_R \)) in a text. The populating rules identify the fragments of texts to be annotated and linked to (possibly new) instances of these concepts (i.e. the annotation rule set \( R_\Pi \)) or roles (i.e. the annotation rule set \( R_R \)).

The application of annotation rules on a corpus is an operation which returns a set of segments of the corpus to be annotated by ontological elements, thus enabling automatic semantic annotation.

3. Examples of Annotation Rule

Since our formalization allows for reusing existing linguistic resources, we assume that texts have been preprocessed beforehand by linguistic annotation tools, such as named entity recognizer, morpho-syntactic tagger, syntactic parser, etc. In the following examples, LEMMA, NAME_ENTITY, TERM, POS are used to represent the results of a lemmatizer, a named entity recognizer, a term tagger, and a part-of-speech tagger, respectively.

A fragment of an ontology on airline services is presented on Figure 2. We focus on three concepts which are descendants of the top concept “Thing”: “Airline_Participant” (airline companies that participate the AAdvantage services), “AAdvantage_Member” (travelers who benefit from the AAdvantage services), and “Service”. Moreover, as the set of registered customers of AAdvantage services, “AAdvantage_Member” can get “AAdvantage_Awards”. Note that “Airline_Participant” and “AAdvantage_Member” are disjoint since their ancestors, company and people respectively, are essentially distinct from each other. Making a correct distinction between them is important for ontology-based semantic annotation. This will enable travelers, for example, to find policy entries which concern them rather than companies among a large number of evolving AAdvantage service documents.

Some linguistic annotators, such as named entity and term tags, can assign conceptual categories to fragments of texts automatically. Here we take a specific term extractor YaTeA for example (Hamon and Aubin, 2006), which recognised 25 occurrences of “participant” and 81 occurrences of “member”. A manual analysis showed that the annotation of these occurrences is not straightforward: six occurrences of “airline participant” and the ten occurrences of “AAdvantage member” have respectively the meaning of the concepts “Airline_Participant” and “AAdvantage_Member”. However, 5 occurrences of “participant” actually refer to “AAdvantage_Member” and 2 occurrences of “member” means “Airline_Participant”. Furthermore, several other fragments referring to either “Airline_Participant” or “AAdvantage_Member” in the corpus have not been discovered by YaTeA. Although not perfect, a term extractor like YaTeA does provide some useful information which can be reused for semantic annotation. This also confirms our assumption that semantic annotation should be grounded on existing linguistic resources such as linguistic annotation platforms.

As explained above, an annotation ontology consists of an ontology (e.g. Fig. 2) and a set of annotation rules (e.g. Tables 1 and 2) associated with it. The precondition of an annotation rule might itself be composed by two parts: the fragment description (noted in brackets which are not enclosed by brackets) aims at identifying the text fragments that are candidates for annotation as well as the optional contextual conditions (noted in angle brackets) which can filter out erroneous occurrences of ambiguous candidate fragments. The annotation rules presented here are written in an informal pseudo language for better comprehension but, since we do not commit to any specific format, the rules can refer to any linguistic annotation standard (Ide and Romary, 2004).

Let us consider the annotation rules in Table 1 for example. The annotation rules R1—R5 can trigger the annotations of concept Airline_Participant in the following sentences (the words in italic are the precise locations of the annotations):

S1: “AAdvantage mileage accrual eligibility on airline participant routes is subject to change without notice”.

S2: “AAdvantage award restrictions may be announced by American Airlines or AAdvantage participants at any time without notice”.

S3: “AAdvantage participant airlines and/or American Airlines codeshare flights...”.

S4: “... please provide your AAdvantage number when you make your travel reservations or use the services of our participants”.

S5: “AAdvantage participant is responsible for its awards only and not for the awards of other participating companies”.

Figure 2: Sub-Ontology of Airline Services.
The first annotation rule (P1) says that the exact matching of the term "airline participant" is enough for a fragment to be annotated as an occurrence of the concept Airline_Participant. P1’ in Table 2 is similar to P1 but other annotation rules combine context restrictions with the fragment description. Note that, although "AAdvantage participant" refers to the concept Airline_Participant in the second, third, and fifth sentences above, the sole presence of the term "AAdvantage participant" cannot become a conceptual rule for the concept Airline_Participant. Indeed, a counterexample is the following sentence that matches “AAdvantage participant” but refers to the concept AAdvantageMember, which can be discovered by the annotation rule P6 from Table 2.

S6: “If an AAdvantage participant agreement changes or terminates, you may find that AAdvantage awards for that participant are no longer available”.

Rule P7 in Table 2, whose details are explained in the next section, is another annotation rule which enables the sentence below to be annotated with the concept AAdvantageMember:

S7: “Your summary includes flight and participant mileage earned, along with AAdvantage program information and special promotions”.

Another point worth noticing is that P3 and P3’ have the same precondition except for the fragment descriptions ([LEMMA = participant] vs. [LEMMA = member]). Actually, P3’ is constructed via replacing “participant” by “member” in P3. Obviously, P3’ can make a semantic annotation w.r.t. to concept Airline_Participant instead of AAdvantageMember in the following sentence.

S3’: “In addition, in some instances the minimum mileage amount earned may be less than 500 miles for travel on oneworld member airlines and AAdvantage participating airlines”.

We can see, from Tables 1 and 2, that the annotation rules do not always have the same complexity.

4. Annotation Rule Complexity

While the conclusions of annotation rules are well defined by ontology language, preconditions can either be written by users or computed from training corpora. In this section, we discuss the two dimensions of complexity existing in annotation preconditions: linguistic complexity and rule syntactic complexity. Note that the “rule syntactic complexity” refers to the complexity of the rule language, and not to the complexity of the linguistic elements on which the rule applies, which is referred as “linguistic complexity”. A clear distinction among different descriptive complexities in an annotation rule has the following benefits:

- It gives a flexible way to reuse existing linguistic resources (e.g. the linguistic annotations produced by annotation platforms).
- Since a simpler complexity means a more efficient computability but less expressivity, for annotation rule construction algorithms, the balance of efficiency and expressivity can be achieved by choosing a proper level of complexity.

For terminological clarification, an undecomposable unit needed to be matched for the truth of the precondition is called an item.

4.1. Linguistic Complexity

We divide the linguistic features that are used in annotation preconditions into the following different levels (horizontal-axis of Figure 3): plain strings, lemmas, named entities, terms, morpho-syntactic categories and features, and syntactic relations. In the following, we indicate how they are used in annotation rules.

If a precondition item is a plain string, triggering such an annotation rule will require an exact match between the
segment and the specified string. For example, the annotation rule \texttt{Elite\_AAdvantage\_Member} $\leftarrow \text{[STRING = elite advantage member]}$ will produce semantic annotations \texttt{Elite\_AAdvantage\_Member} on texts which contain the string “elite advantage member”. Obviously, this complexity is not enough to discover interesting semantic annotations in many real applications.

Unlike plain strings, other levels of complexity consider linguistic features into semantic annotation rules, which is also one of the main differences from (Ding et al., 2006; Embley and Zitzelberger, 2010).

\textit{Lemma} is the canonical form of a word. In a real usage, a word is considered as a lemma combined with flexional affixes (mainly suffixes) that bear morphological features such as tense, person, case, and number for verbs. For instance, \texttt{[LEMMa = airline]} used in the annotation rule \texttt{P2} of Table 1 allows for the matching of textual fragments “Airlines”. Similarly, the specification \texttt{[LEMMa = participate \lor [LEMMa = company \lor carrier]} will accept the textual span “participating companies”.

One level more complex than lemmas is the named entity level. Named entities refer to meaningful linguistic units of a text, such as car brand (e.g. VW, NISSAN), people name (e.g. Cyrille Bissette), Phone numbers, etc. The interesting point is that named entity recognition tools can help to check various forms of mentions of a same named entity. For example, \texttt{M. Bissette}, \texttt{C. Bissette}, and \texttt{Cyrille Bissette} can be returned by a named entity recognizer (e.g. Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005), LBJ NER (Ratinov and Roth, 2009)) can return the type of the named entity, which is marked by \texttt{TYPE} in this paper. For instance, \texttt{[TYPE = people]} will match “Mr. Cyrille Bissette”. In our example, “18-month” is a named entity for named entity recognizers, which refers to a special period of time. Then we can have \texttt{Policy} $\leftarrow \text{[(NAME\_ENTITY = 18-month) \lor [LEMMa = policy]}}$ as a population rule for the concept “Policy”. By this annotation rule, “18-month policy” is annotated as an instance of the concept “Policy”, not relating to time any more. As most of the named entities talk about the instances, population rules for concepts and roles will often contain named entities as components.

A level higher than named entities, are the terms. A set of terms is about specific terminologies acknowledged by a large majority of experts in specific domains, and term extractors or annotators help to identify specific textual units as a terms which often contains several words. For example, an annotation precondition in the form of \texttt{[TERM = airline participant]} allows for annotating “participating airlines” despite its morphological variation and the permutation of words. Several term extractors could be used by our formalization, including YaTeA (Hamon and Aubin, 2006), TermExtractor (Velardi and Sciano, 2007), TermFinder\textsuperscript{2}, Acabit\textsuperscript{3}, etc.

Another linguistic complexity is related to morpho-syntactic features, usually part-of-speech (POS) of a word (Noun, Verb, etc.) or phrase (Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, etc). Enabling morpho-syntactic features in an annotation rule is important. For example, the annotation rule \texttt{P5} in Table 1 provides a way to say that it is only applicable to fragments of texts which contain a lemma “participant” followed by the lemma in the form of “participant company” or “participant carrier” in the same sentence (expressed by $\texttt{[POS! = SENT]}^{(10,20)}$) within a distance of 20 words, where \texttt{SENT} is a special POS feature meaning the end of a sentence.

The most complex linguistic item that we consider in annotation rules is the syntactic relations. A syntactic relation defines the role (or function) played by a word with respect to another one. Normally a syntactic relation can be represented by a triplet \texttt{Type(Head, Modifier)}, where \texttt{Type} is the relation type (e.g. subject of a verb, subject of a passive verb, etc) between the \texttt{Head} and the \texttt{Modifier}. As an example, consider the annotation rule \texttt{P7} in Table 2 whose context contains a syntactic relation statement \texttt{SUIPAS(LEMMa = (affiliation \lor mileage), earn)}. It represents the “subject of a passive verb” relation, denoted by \texttt{SUIPAS(\_, \_),} between the word whose lemma form is either \texttt{affiliation} or \texttt{mileage} and the verb “earn”. It is by this annotation rule that the sentence S7 can be matched and annotated as an occurrence of concept \texttt{AAdvantage member} instead of \texttt{Airline participant}. An NLP annotation platform, such as GATE (Cunningham, 2002; Hamon et al., 2007), usually proposes a syntactic parsing in complement to other linguistic annotation layers.

It is not surprising to see that the linguistic complexity presented above corresponds to standard tasks for linguistic annotation platforms. The implementations of our annotation approach can rely on the best NLP tools. The annotation rules are used to distinguish and link the processes of linguistic analysis and the ontological interpretation.

\subsection*{4.2. Rule Syntactic Complexity}

As shown previously, an annotation precondition can consist of two parts: a fragment description and optional contextual conditions. The rule syntactic complexity of annotation preconditions (vertical-axis of Figure 3) depends on whether contextual constraints are used and how complex the fragment description is. We distinguish propositional rules and first-order rules, the first category itself consisting of four subcategories of rules depending on the type of the fragment description which can be a singleton item, a
logical expression of items or a regular expression for sequences of items, and on the presence of additional contextual constraints.

An annotation precondition where the fragment description consists of a single item has the simplest syntax, such as [TERM = Policy] or [STRING = AAdvantage member]. At this level, regular expressions of string, such as [STRING ~ [Aa]airline$] which matches “Airline” and “airline” where~ denotes the matching with a regular expression, are allowed but only at the end of the string or line.

More complex is the logical expression of items (conjunctions, disjunctions, negations of items). For example, a set of synonyms can be expressed as [[STRING = passenger]/[LEMMA = Traveler]] which is the disjunction of a plain string item and a lemma item. Similarly, the logical expression [[(LEMMA ~ ^L) ∧ (POS! = N)]] represents an item beginning with “L” but different from a noun. Note that each item in the logical expression can be of any level of linguistic complexity.

Above the logical expression of items is the regular expression of items which can describe a sequence of items. For instance, we can have [[STRING = Mr.][STRING = *][STRING ~ ^[A - Z][a - z]*]] for annotating fragments beginning with “Mr.” followed by at most three words and a word with a capital initial, as the precondition of a populating rule of the concept Person. More regular expressions can be found in Table 1 and Table 2, such as the context of annotation rules P2, P5, P6, and P7.

A further complexity comes from the introduction of contextual constraints on all of the previous cases, such as in the annotation rules P2-P7 in Tables 1 and 2, each of which containing a left or/and a right context condition. Another example is an annotation rule for the role Apply_To: Apply_To ← (TERM = policy)/[LEMMA = apply]/(STRING = to) which has the contextual constraint of “TERM = Policy” and “STRING = to” surrounding the main item “[LEMMA = apply]”. More complex annotation rules can even take the form of first-order rules with variables, such as the role populating rule which interests the LLLchallenge:\footnote{http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/texte/LLLchallenge/},

gene\_interaction(X, Z) ← SUBJECT(X, Y), X\_TYPE = protein, Y\_POS = V, Y\_TYPE = interaction\_action, OBJ Dix(Z, Y), Z\_TYPE = gene\_expression, where X\_TYPE = protein indicates that the type of X returned by a named entity tagger must be protein, Y\_POS = V requires Y to be a verb, and OBJ dix(Z, Y) means that Z is the object of Y.

As shown in Figure 3, linguistic and syntax complexities can mix together in preconditions of annotation rules, which is the case of annotation rules in Tables 1 and 2. The origin of Figure 3 is the simplest case (single string). But obviously its expressivity is poor and it will miss many interesting semantic annotations. More useful annotation rules should allow disjunctions of plain strings and lemmas that can be obtained from thesauri. It will be better if other linguistic annotations of even higher levels available, such as named entity or term annotations. But this is not enough for annotation rules which conclude on a role. For example, “Membership” relation is ambiguous, in the same way as “participant” in our running example, because in the corpus both of them are used sometimes to refer relations between a person and a human organization, such as “Mr. Thomas is a member of X program”, and sometimes between a company and an alliance of companies, such as “X Airline is a member of Y alliance”. In order to solve such ambiguities, we need annotation rules with contextual condition to check if a person or a company is mentioned in the context, rather than a simple disjunction of items like “member of”. For populating rules, regular expressions of items are helpful as under-specified fragment descriptions enable the identification of unknown instances through the recognition of new named entities.

5. Related Work

There actually exist several models to represent the combination of lexicons (or terminologies) and ontologies. In this section, we summarize them and conclude why we adopt a different model from theirs.

For the task of text-oriented semantic annotation, the established W3C models, including OWL (W3C-OWL, 2004), its development OWL 2 (W3C-OWL2, 2009), RDF and RDFS (W3C-RDFS, 2004), are weak. This is because these formalisms are quite restricted to allow for linguistic information. Indeed, they only provide a way to define labels for ontological elements using rdf:label property. But the range of rdf:label is Literal, which limits the expression of more complex linguistic information.

SKOS (W3C-SKOS, 2008), currently under development at W3C, aims at producing a data model for representing classification schemas to enable easy publication of controlled structured vocabularies for the Semantic Web. However, the association of linguistic information and ontologies is not considered in SKOS.

LMF (Francopoulo et al., 2007; LMF Working Group, 2008) is an ISO standard for Natural Language Processing (NLP) lexicons and Machine Readable Dictionaries (MRD). LMF arrived at a coherent UML model that represents lexicons in detail. Its extension named LexInfo (Buitelaar et al., 2009) is a metamodel for ontology-based lexicons which is based on two previously developed models, LingInfo (Buitelaar et al., 2006) and LexOnto (Cimiano et al., 2007). Both LMF and LexInfo metamodels have been formalized using OWL language\footnote{They are downloadable from http://lexonto.ontoware.org/lfm and http://lexonto.ontoware.org/lexinfo, respectively.}. They aim to capture in a declarative way (using an ontology) the relation between the way we talk about things and the way they are formalized in a given ontology. For example, LexInfo gives a sound and principled model to exchange lexicons across systems. This goal is different from ours. Technically speaking, our work is also different in the way we model the mapping between linguistic features and the conceptual ontology. Under LMF and LexInfo, the mapping is modeled by ontology axioms. For example, LMF has a general mechanism which allows to associate LexicalEntry objects with a Sense via hasSense property claimed in the
Another related formalization is the extraction ontology, which is inherited by LexInfo. On the contrary, in our work, the linguistic features are associated to ontological elements as their annotations such that the linguistic information is not involved in ontology reasoning, which is not the case of LMF or LexInfo model. We claim that for the semantic annotation goal, our model provides more flexibility than LexInfo but is still expressive.

Another related formalization is the extraction ontology, provided in (Ding et al., 2006; Embley and Zittelberger, 2010), which allows regular expressions of strings to be used as an external representation, and strings to be used as context keywords associated with ontological elements. However, this corresponds to two specific cases in our formalization in terms of rule complexity. Moreover, the only linguistic information considered in the extraction ontology is the lexicon and the synonyms, which are again more restricted than our annotation ontology.

In the context of multilingual issues, OMV (Ontology Metadata Vocabulary) (Hartmann et al., 2005) proposes standard metadata descriptors for ontologies. LexOMV (Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2007) extends the OMV model by providing metadata which can describe the lexical level of ontological elements such that ontology users can know more information about the linguistic features of ontologies. Instead of multilinguality, our current work focuses on the mechanism for detecting semantic annotations as rich as possible. Therefore, multilingual features are not considered in our annotation ontology formalization, although it may be an interesting topic for future work.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have motivated and formally described a language resource, namely the extended ontology associated with annotation rules, for semantic annotation. According to the expressivity of OWL ontology language, we have explained that annotations can have five types. By several illustrative examples, it has been shown that existing state-of-the-art information extractors are not enough for making semantic annotations. Therefore, annotation rules have been introduced as a flexible resource specified for the aim of semantic annotation, which can largely reuse the existing information extractors and NLP tools. The two dimensions of complexity existing in annotation rules, i.e. the linguistic complexity and rule syntactic complexity, have been carefully defined in this paper.

Obviously, much work remains to be done to make the language resource proposed in this paper exploitable in practice. We are actually working on the creation of semantically annotated corpora as well as on tools for acquiring, operating and applying such a resource.
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